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Elastic wave propagation in anisotropic solids
using energy-stable finite differences with weakly
enforced boundary and interface conditions
Martin Almquist∗ Eric M. Dunham∗,†
Abstract
Summation-by-parts (SBP) finite difference methods have several
desirable properties for second-order wave equations. They combine
the computational efficiency of narrow-stencil finite difference oper-
ators with provable stability on curvilinear multiblock grids. While
several techniques for boundary and interface conditions exist, weak
imposition via simultaneous approximation terms (SATs) is perhaps
the most flexible one. Although SBP methods have been applied to
elastic wave equations many times, an SBP-SAT method for general
anisotropic elastic wave equations has not yet been presented in the
literature. We fill this gap by deriving energy-stable self-adjoint SBP-
SAT methods for general anisotropic materials on curvilinear multi-
block grids. The methods are based on fully compatible SBP operators.
We demonstrate the stability and accuracy properties of a particular
set of fully compatible SBP-SAT schemes using the method of man-
ufactured solutions. We also demonstrate the usefulness of the new
method in elastodynamic cloaking and seismic imaging in mountain-
ous regions.
1 Introduction
This paper considers numerical solution of elastic wave equations in complex
geometries. We deal with the most general form of the anisotropic elastic
wave equation (AEWE), which includes the isotropic elastic wave equation
(IEWE) as a special case. Generally speaking, high-order finite difference
methods are computationally efficient for wave-dominated equations with
smooth solutions [22]. Finite difference (FD) operators with the summation-
by-parts (SBP) property [24] lead to energy-stable discretizations on curvi-
linear multiblock grids when combined with suitable methods for imposing
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boundary and interface conditions. SBP FD methods may be used alone in
moderately complex geometries, or as part of efficient hybrid solvers [25, 17]
when unstructured meshing capabilities are required in parts of the domain.
Recent applications of SBP methods to elastic wave equations include [40],
which applied a second-order accurate scheme to tilted transversely isotropic
media, and [48], which solved the first-order form of the IEWE. Another
noteworthy contribution [13] introduced dual first-derivative SBP operators
to solve the AEWE.
To minimize the number of unknowns, this paper discretizes the second-
order form of the AEWE. For second order equations, narrow-stencil second-
derivative SBP operators [29, 27] typically provide superior accuracy com-
pared to applying a first-derivative operator twice. As a rule of thumb, the
global convergence rate is one order higher [29] and the numerical dispersion
relation mimics the exact dispersion relation better for marginally resolved
modes [23]. Hence, we only consider narrow-stencil operators in this paper.
While SBP operators may be combined with various techniques for im-
posing boundary and interface conditions, weak enforcement via simultane-
ous approximation terms (SATs) [9] has proven competitive in a wide range
of applications [11, 50]. The SBP-SAT combination is fully explicit and ex-
tends naturally to nonconforming grid blocks (see for example [28, 25, 3])
and nonlinear frictional interface conditions (see for example [20, 21]). We
thus argue that there is value in furthering the SBP-SAT technique, even if
alternative approaches exist. Previous works that used narrow-stencil SBP
operators combined with other boundary treatments include [38, 15, 14].
In [38], Petersson and Sjögreen presented a fourth order SBP scheme for
the AEWE on curvilinear single-block grids. Boundary conditions were im-
posed with a ghost-point technique. In [15], Duru and Virta presented an
SBP-SAT scheme for the IEWE on curvilinear multiblock grids. Traction
boundary conditions were imposed using SATs and displacement boundary
conditions were strongly enforced, using the injection method [14]. Herein,
we construct an SBP-SAT method for the AEWE on curvilinear multiblock
grids. Robin boundary conditions (which include traction conditions), dis-
placement boundary conditions, and interface conditions, are all imposed
using SATs. We prove that the spatial discretization is energy stable and
self-adjoint.
The methods derived in this paper are based on fully compatible diagonal-
norm second-derivative SBP operators [30] (see Section 4 for the definition).
The assumption of full compatibility greatly simplifies the stability analysis
when using SATs to impose displacement boundary conditions and inter-
block couplings. The significant simplifications facilitated by the fully com-
patible operators were noted in [15] for the IEWE, and later in [2] for the
acoustic wave equation. The fully compatible operators are to be contrasted
with compatible operators, which are more commonly used. The compatible
operators constructed by Mattsson in [27] with interior order 2q have bound-
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ary closures of order q and boundary derivative operators of order q+1, yield-
ing (q + 2)th order global accuracy in most numerical experiments. Fisher
and Carpenter [16] constructed a fully compatible 2q = 4 operator with qth
order closures and boundary derivatives of order q. The reduction of the
boundary derivative order (compared to Mattsson’s compatible operators)
increases the local truncation error by one order for Neumann-type bound-
ary conditions and inter-block couplings. To the best of our knowledge, fully
compatible operators for variable coefficients with qth order boundary clo-
sures and (q+1)th order boundary derivative operators are not yet available
in the literature. We strongly encourage efforts to construct such operators.
Until they become available, we resort to so-called adapted fully compatible
operators, which can be constructed from any set of compatible operators
[14] (see Section 4). The adapted operators are identical to the original op-
erators except at the first and last grid points, where the accuracy is reduced
to (q − 1)th order. By the general result in [49], we expect the `2 error of
pointwise stable schemes to be of order min(qb + 2, 2q), where qb denotes the
boundary accuracy. This implies that the adapted operators might yield up
to one order lower convergence rates than the corresponding compatible op-
erators. Remarkably, however, experiments with the IEWE in [15] showed
no loss in convergence rates. The adapted 2q = 6 operator even yielded
smaller errors than the original operator. Although a theoretical explana-
tion of this super convergence is currently lacking, the adapted operators
seem attractive from a practical point of view. In this paper, we investigate
how the adapted operators fare when applied to the AEWE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce notational
conventions in Section 2. In Section 3, we review the equations of linear
anisotropic elasticity and discuss how they change under coordinate trans-
formations. We introduce compatible and adapted fully compatible SBP
operators in Section 4, and combine them with proper SATs to construct
energy-stable self-adjoint schemes for Robin and displacement boundary con-
ditions in Section 5. In Section 6, we derive SATs for grid-block couplings.
Numerical experiments are presented in Section 7. We evaluate the conver-
gence rates of the new multi-block SBP-SAT scheme against a manufactured
solution and show the applicability of the scheme in elastodynamic cloaking
and seismic imaging of the Earth. Conclusions follow in Section 8.
2 Notation conventions
Let Ω ⊂ Rd denote a bounded domain in d dimensions and let u, v ∈ L2(Ω).
We use the L2 inner product:
(u, v)Ω =
∫
Ω
uv dΩ. (1)
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Similarly, we use the notation
(u, v)∂Ω =
∫
∂Ω
uv dS (2)
for surface integrals. Note, however, that (·, ·)∂Ω is not an inner product but
a bilinear form. We use the summation convention for repeated subscript
indices so that
uivi =
d∑
i=1
uivi. (3)
The summation convention applies to inner products too, i.e.,
(ui, vi) =
d∑
i=1
(ui, vi) . (4)
The summation convention only applies to indices i, j, k, `,m, I, J,K, and L.
In particular, it does not apply to x, γ, or N .
Boldface font is reserved for vectors u whose elements approximate some
scalar field u evaluated on the grid. We will later define discrete inner prod-
ucts and use the summation convention in the discrete setting too, so that
(ui,vi) =
d∑
i=1
(ui,vi) . (5)
For all spatially variable coefficients, we use the same symbol also in the
discrete case, which then is understood to denote a diagonal matrix with the
values of that coefficient on the diagonal. The outward unit normals nˆ and νˆ
(see Figure 1) are regarded as variable coefficients that take non-zero values
only at boundary points. In the discrete setting, the values of nˆ and νˆ at
edge and corner points change with context. When integrating over a face, nˆ
(or νˆ) is understood to denote the unit normal to that face even at edge and
corner points. The same convention applies to the surface area scale factor
Jˆ .
3 Equations of linear elasticity
Let { ~EI} denote an orthonormal basis in Rd, let ~X = XI ~EI, and let ∂I =
∂/∂XI. The generalized Hooke’s law for an elastic medium relates stress to
strain and reads
σIJ = CIJKL∂KuL, (6)
where uL is the displacement vector, σIJ is the stress tensor, and CIJKL is the
elastic stiffness tensor. The stiffness tensor has the major symmetry
CIJKL = CKLIJ. (7)
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Normal elastic materials also have the minor symmetry
CIJKL = CJIKL, (8)
which implies that the stress tensor is symmetric, i.e., σIJ = σJI. In this
paper, we consider the more general theory of Cosserat elasticity [10], in
which stress is not necessarily symmetric. That is, we do not assume that
the stiffness tensor has the minor symmetry (8). Requiring a non-negative
elastic strain energy density results in the condition
SIJCIJKLSKL ≥ 0 ∀SIJ, (9)
which we assume that CIJKL satisfies. The momentum balance reads
ρu¨J = ∂IσIJ + fJ, (10)
where ρ is density and fJ denotes external body forces. Substituting Hooke’s
law (6) in (10) yields the elastic wave equation for displacements,
ρu¨J = ∂ICIJKL∂KuL + fJ, ~X ∈ Ω,
LIJuJ = 0, ~X ∈ ∂Ω, (11)
where Ω ⊂ Rd is a bounded domain with outward unit normal nˆ = nI ~EI
and the linear operator LIJ represents well-posed boundary conditions. The
traction vector ~τ = τJ ~EJ acting on ∂Ω is
τJ = nIσIJ = nICIJKL∂KuL. (12)
For future use we define the traction operator
TJL = nICIJKL∂K (13)
such that τJ = TJLuL.
In the absence of external body forces, the energy method, which amounts
to multiplying the first equation in (11) by u˙J and integrating over Ω, leads
to
(u˙J, ρu¨J)Ω = (u˙J, ∂ICIJKL∂KuL)Ω
= (u˙J, nICIJKL∂KuL)∂Ω − (∂Iu˙J, CIJKL∂KuL)Ω
= (u˙J, τJ)∂Ω − (∂Iu˙J, CIJKL∂KuL)Ω ,
(14)
where we used integration by parts and the definition of τJ. We have
(u˙J, ρu¨J)Ω =
1
2
d
dt
(u˙J, ρu˙J)Ω . (15)
The major symmetry of the stiffness tensor (7) yields
(∂Iu˙J, CIJKL∂KuL)Ω = (∂Ku˙L, CIJKL∂IuJ)Ω =
1
2
d
dt
(∂IuJ, CIJKL∂KuL)Ω . (16)
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The total energy E is the sum of kinetic and strain energy,
E = 1
2
(u˙J, ρu˙J)Ω +
1
2
(∂IuJ, CIJKL∂KuL)Ω . (17)
The positive semidefiniteness of the stiffness tensor (9) ensures that the strain
energy is non-negative. Rearranging terms in (14) leads to the energy rate
dE
dt
= (u˙J, τJ)∂Ω . (18)
We note that homogeneous displacement boundary conditions (uJ = 0) and
homogeneous traction boundary conditions (τJ = 0) both yield energy con-
servation.
3.1 Coordinate transformation
Let {~ei} denote an orthonormal basis in Rd and let ~x = xi~ei. Introduce a
smooth one-to-one mapping XI = XI(x1, ..., xd) from the reference domain
ω = [0, 1]d to the physical domain Ω, as illustrated in Figure 1. We will use
Figure 1: Schematic of the physical domain Ω and the reference domain ω
uppercase letters for quantities related to the physical domain and lowercase
letters for similar quantities in the reference domain. We define ∂i = ∂/∂xi.
Let
FIi = ∂xi/∂XI (19)
denote the transformation gradient and let
J = det[(F−1)iI] (20)
denote the Jacobian determinant of the transformation from ω to Ω. We
assume J > 0. Note that the object FIi is not a second order tensor because
it maps from one domain to the other [33]. By the chain rule,
∂I = FIi∂i. (21)
The following metric identities are well known (see [52]):
JFIi∂i = ∂iJFIi. (22)
Let ~ai denote the covariant basis vectors:
~ai = ∂i ~X = ∂iXI ~EI = (F
−1)iI ~EI. (23)
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3.1.1 Transforming the PDE
Using first (21) and then (22), we have
∂ICIJKL∂K = FIi∂iCIJKLFKk∂k = J
−1∂iFIiJCIJKLFKk∂k. (24)
Introduce a change of variables
uI = AIiui, τI = AIiτi, (25)
for some AIi to be discussed later. We can now write the equations of motion
in (11) as
Jρu¨j = (A
−1)jJ∂iFIiJCIJKLFKk∂kAL`u` + J(A−1)jJfJ. (26)
In this paper we will use the trivial change of variables
AIi = δIi, (27)
which yields the equations of motion
Jρu¨j = ∂iFIiJCIjK`FKk∂ku` + Jfj . (28)
Define the transformed density and stiffness tensor
% = Jρ, cijk` = FIiJCIjK`FKk. (29)
The transformed equation, posed on the unit cube ω, reads
%u¨j = ∂icijk`∂ku` + Jfj , ~x ∈ ω,
Λijuj = 0, ~x ∈ ∂ω, (30)
where Λij denotes the transformation of LIJ. Using the definition of cijk` in
(24) shows that
∂ICIJKL∂K = J
−1∂iciJkL∂k. (31)
In Section 4 we use formula (31) to construct an SBP operator that approx-
imates ∂ICIJKL∂K.
The transformed stiffness tensor retains the major symmetry,
ck`ij = FIkJCI`KjFKi = FIkJCKjI`FKi = FKkJCIjK`FIi = cijk`, (32)
and the semidefiniteness
sijcijk`sk` = sijFIi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:SIj
JCIjK` FKksk`︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:SK`
≥ 0 ∀sij , (33)
where we used the semidefiniteness of CIJKL (9) and the positivity of J . We
conclude that the transformed PDE is of the same form as the original PDE
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in (11). However, even if CIJKL has the minor symmetry (8), the transformed
stiffness tensor generally does not, because
cijk` − cjik` = FIiJCIjK`FKk − FIjJCIiK`FKk
= (FIiCIjK` − FIjCIiK`) JFKk
= (FIiCIjK` − FIjCiIK`) JFKk,
(34)
which is nonzero, in general. Hence, the equations of Cosserat materials
are invariant under coordinate transformations, but the equations of nor-
mal materials are not. It is, however, possible to symmetrize the effective
transformed stress tensor by setting (see [33] for a thorough discussion of
coordinate transformations in elastic wave equations)
AIi = FIi. (35)
This approach introduces additional terms in the transformed equations of
motion, similar to those required for Willis materials [31, 32], and will not
be pursued in the present study.
In the semidiscrete stability proof we will make use of the property
ujcmjm`u` ≥ 0 ∀uj , (36)
which follows from (33), because
ujcmjm`u` = ujδim︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Uijm
cijk` u`δkm︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Uk`m
=
∑
m
Uijmcijk`Uk`m︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0 ∀m
≥ 0. (37)
3.1.2 Integrals and normals
Since Jdω is the volume element, we have dΩ = Jdω, and hence
(u, v)Ω = (u, Jv)ω . (38)
Similarly, we let Jˆ denote the surface area scale factor such that
(u, v)∂Ω =
(
u, Jˆv
)
∂ω
. (39)
The surface area scale factor Jˆ is related to the covariant basis vectors ~ai
defined in (23) as follows. In two space dimensions
Jˆ = |~ai| , xj ∈ {0, 1}, i, j cyclic, (40)
and in three space dimensions
Jˆ = |~ai × ~aj | , xk ∈ {0, 1}, i, j, k cyclic. (41)
Let νˆ = νi~ei denote the unit normal to ω. The normals nˆ and νˆ are related
by Nanson’s formula [26],
JˆnI = JFIiνi. (42)
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3.2 Numerical approximation of the transformation gradient
In this subsection we comment briefly on how numerical approximations of
properties of the coordinate transformation may be computed. We com-
pute an approximation
¯
FIi ≈ FIi of the transformation gradient by applying
derivative approximations to a given grid. To retain the order of accuracy,
¯
FIi needs to be at least as accurate as the finite difference operators used to
discretize the PDE. Higher-order approximations, or even the exact FIi, if
available, could also be used. For all numerical experiments in this paper,
we compute
¯
FIi using first-derivate SBP operators of the same order as we
use to solve the PDE. That is,
¯
FIi is computed to order q near boundaries
and order 2q in the interior.
Once
¯
FIi is computed, we use relations between the corresponding con-
tinuous quantities to define all other approximations. We set
¯
J = det[(
¯
F−1)iI], (43)
¯
cijk` =
¯
FIi
¯
JCIjK`
¯
FKk, (44)
¯
~ai = (
¯
F−1)iI ~EI, (45)
¯
Jˆ = |
¯
~ai| , xj ∈ {0, 1}, i, j cyclic, (in 2D), (46)
or
¯
Jˆ = |
¯
~ai ×
¯
~aj | , xk ∈ {0, 1}, i, j, k cyclic, (in 3D), (47)
and
¯
nI =
¯
Jˆ−1
¯
J
¯
FIiνi. (48)
The only requirements for stability of the semidiscrete scheme (to be intro-
duced later) are
¯
J > 0,
¯
cijk` =
¯
ck`ij , sij
¯
cijk`sk` ≥ 0 ∀sij , and
¯
Jˆ > 0. We
suggest checking the condition
¯
J > 0, which could be violated due to trunca-
tion errors. Assuming
¯
J > 0, the remaining three conditions are guaranteed
to be satisfied, regardless of how
¯
FIi was computed, because
¯
ck`ij =
¯
FIk
¯
JCI`Kj
¯
FKi =
¯
FIk
¯
JCKjI`
¯
FKi =
¯
FKk
¯
JCIjK`
¯
FIi =
¯
cijk`, (49)
sij
¯
cijk`sk` = sij
¯
FIi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:SIj
¯
JCIjK`
¯
FKksk`︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:SK`
≥ 0 ∀sij , (50)
and
¯
Jˆ > 0 follows from formulas (46) and (47), combined with the assump-
tion
¯
J > 0, which implies that
¯
FIi is nonsingular and thus guarantees
¯
~ai 6= ~0.
Note that since we used Nanson’s formula (42) to define
¯
nˆ, Nanson’s
formula holds identically for the approximated quantities. We conclude that
¯
FIi may be computed with any sufficiently accurate method, as long as the
resulting Jacobian is positive. With a slight abuse of notation, we henceforth
drop the underline notation and let it be implied that we may be dealing
with approximations in the discrete setting.
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3.2.1 The transformed stiffness tensor of isotropic materials
Isotropic materials are characterized by the two Lamé parameters λ and µ
and have the stiffness tensor
CIJKL = λδIJδKL + µ (δIKδJL + δILδJK) . (51)
The isotropic stiffness tensor transforms into
cijk` = FIiJCIjK`FKk = FIiJ [λδIjδK` + µ (δIKδj` + δI`δjK)]FKk
= J [λFjiF`k + µ (FKiδj`FKk + F`iFjk)] .
(52)
In 3D, there are 9 independent parameters in FIi, which leads to a total of 11
independent parameters in cijk`. In general, the transformed stiffness tensor
does not have the minor symmetry even in the isotropic case, because
cijk` − cjik` = Jλ (Fji − Fij) JF`k
+ Jµ [(FKiδj` − FKjδi`)FKk + F`iFjk − F`jFik] ,
(53)
which is nonzero in general.
4 Summation-by-parts operators
Most of the definitions in this section are not new but are restated here for
completeness. The notation follows [2] closely. We consider only diagonal-
norm SBP operators. That is, the so-called norm matrixHx has the structure
Hx = diag(h1, h2, . . . , h2, h1), (54)
where all hi are proportional to the grid spacing h. The first-derivative SBP
operators Dx ≈ ∂x have the integration-by-parts-mimicking property
HxDx = −DTxHx − e0eT0 + eNeTN , (55)
where the vectors e0 and eN interpolate or extrapolate to the left and right
boundaries, respectively. We herein restrict our attention to grids that in-
clude the boundary points of the interval [xL, xR], in which case one may
set
e0 =
[
1, 0, . . . , 0
]T
, eN =
[
0, . . . , 0, 1
]T
. (56)
We will use the first-derivative operators presented in [29], which (for orders
2q ≥ 6) correspond to a particular choice of the free parameters in the
operators developed in [24, 44, 34, 47]. The compatible narrow-stencil second-
derivative operators Dxx(b) ≈ ∂xb∂x derived in [27] are based on the same
norm matrix Hx and have the property
HxDxx(b) = −DTxHxbDx −Rxx(b)− e0eT0 bDˆx + eNeTNbDˆx, (57)
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where the first and last rows of Dˆx approximate the first derivative and the
interior of Dˆx is zero (Dˆx was denoted S in [27]). Note that for the SBP
operators derived in [27], eT0,NDx 6= eT0,NDˆx. If eT0,NDx = eT0,NDˆx, then the
SBP operators Dx and Dxx are said to be fully compatible [30]. The SBP
operators derived in [27] have Dˆx that are accurate of order q + 1, i.e., one
order higher than the boundary closure of Dx.
The matrix Rxx(b) is symmetric positive semidefinite and consists of
undivided difference approximations in such a way that uTRxx(b)v is zero
to order 2q [27]. Its structure is
Rxx(b) =
∑
α
h2α−2DTxαE
T
αHxBα(b)EαDxα , (58)
where α ≥ q + 1; Dxα ≈ ∂α/∂xα; the Eα are of order 1; and the Bα are
diagonal matrices whose entries are convex combinations of b(x) evaluated
on the grid. Let bs denote b evaluated at the sth grid point, and let (Bα)s
denote the entry in Bα associated with the sth grid point. The structure of
Bα(b) is
(Bα(b))r =
∑
s
βα,r,sbs, βα,r,s ≥ 0 ∀α, r, s. (59)
To simplify the notation we define
Dxα = hα−1H1/2x EαDxα (60)
such that
Rxx(b) =
∑
α
DTxαBα(b)Dxα . (61)
For future use we prove the following lemma, which states that Rxx preserves
semidefiniteness of two-tensors.
Lemma 1. If uiSijuj ≥ 0 ∀ui, then
uiRxx(Sij)uj ≥ 0 ∀ui. (62)
Proof.
uiRxx(Sij)uj =
∑
α
(Dxαui)T Bα(Sij)Dxαuj
=
∑
α,r
(Dxαui)r (Bα(Sij))r (Dxαuj)r [Use (59)]
=
∑
α,r,s
(Dxαui)r βα,r,s(Sij)s (Dxαuj)r [Use uiSijuj ≥ 0]
≥ 0.
(63)
In particular, Lemma 1 shows that Rxx preserves the semidefiniteness of
the two-tensor cmjm` (cf. (36)):
ujRxx(cmjm`)u` ≥ 0 ∀uj . (64)
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4.1 Adapted fully compatible SBP operators
Any compatible second-derivative operator can be turned into a fully com-
patible operator, here denotedDFCxx , by simply replacing the boundary deriva-
tives Dˆx by Dx [15]. We refer to such operators as adapted fully compatible
operators. For the operators derived in [27], swapping boundary derivatives
amounts to adding terms of order q − 1 at the grid end points,
DFCxx = Dxx +H
−1
x
(
e0e
T
0 b(Dˆx −Dx)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(hq−1)
−H−1x
(
eNe
T
Nb(Dˆx −Dx)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(hq−1)
. (65)
Hence, the adapted fully compatible operators are one order less accurate
than the original operators at precisely one grid point at each boundary. It is
not obvious how the local reduction in accuracy affects the global convergence
rate. A pessimist would expect reduction by a full order, but [15] did not
observe any reduction for isotropic elasticity. Our numerical experiments in
Section 7 indicate a reduction by half an order for orders 2q = 4 and 2q = 6,
and no reduction for 2q = 2, for anisotropic materials.
In the following derivations we shall assume fully compatible operators.
This assumption greatly simplifies the stability proofs (for a discussion on
how non-fully compatible operators complicate the stability proofs for the
acoustic wave equation, see [2]). In all numerical experiments we will use
the adapted fully compatible operators.
4.2 Positivity properties
It follows immediately from (54) and (56) that we have
Hx = diag(0, h2, . . . , h2, 0) + h1e0eT0 + h1eNe
T
N ≥ h1e0eT0 + h1eNeTN , (66)
or, equivalently,
uTHxu ≥ h1(eT0 u)2 + h1(eTNu)2 ∀u. (67)
4.3 Multi-dimensional first-derivative operators
Let operators with subscripts xi denote one-dimensional operators corre-
sponding to coordinate direction xi. The multi-dimensional first derivatives
Di ≈ ∂i are constructed using tensor products:
Di = Ix1 ⊗ Ix2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ixi−1 ⊗Dxi ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ixd , (68)
where the Ixi are one-dimensional identity matrices of appropriate sizes. In
analogy with the chain rule (21), we define
DI = FIiDi, (69)
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where DI ≈ ∂I. Note that in the discrete setting, FIi is to be interpreted as
a diagonal matrix holding the grid-point values of the continuous coefficient
FIi for each fixed I and i. Similarly, Di is a matrix for each fixed i. The
implied summation in FIiDi hence adds matrices in RN×N , where N denotes
the total number of grid points, not elements of such matrices.
The multi-dimensional quadrature is
H = Hx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hxd . (70)
Let ∂ω−i and ∂ω
+
i denote the boundary faces where xi = 0 and xi = 1,
respectively. For integration over boundary faces, we define
H∂ωi = Hx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hxi−1 ⊗Hxi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hxd . (71)
Note that H∂ωi can be used to integrate over ∂ω
+
i as well as ∂ω
−
i . For
discrete integration over the volume, we define
(u,v)ω = u
THv. (72)
We use the same inner product notation as in the continuous case without
risk of confusion since the boldface font denotes discrete solution vectors.
Let eTf denote a restriction operator that picks out only those solution
values that reside on the face f . For discrete integration over the face ∂ω+i ,
for example, we write
(u,v)∂ω+i
= (eT
∂ω+i
u)TH∂ωi(e
T
∂ω+i
v). (73)
Let ∂̂ω denote the set of all faces of ω,
∂̂ω = {∂ω−1 , . . . , ∂ω−d , ∂ω+1 , . . . , ∂ω+d }. (74)
For integration over the entire boundary ∂ω, we define
(u,v)∂ω =
∑
f∈∂̂ω
(u,v)f , (75)
i.e., the integration is performed over one face at a time. If the integrand
contains the unit normal or the scale factor Jˆ , their values at edges and
corners are defined to be the same as on the remainder of that face. In
analogy with (38) and (39), we define
(u,v)Ω = (u, Jv)ω (76)
and
(u,v)∂Ω =
(
u, Jˆv
)
∂ω
. (77)
With the notation established in this section, we have the discrete integration-
by-parts formula
(u, DibDjv)ω = (u, νibDjv)∂ω − (Diu, bDjv)ω . (78)
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4.4 Multi-dimensional narrow-stencil second-derivative op-
erators
For any fixed i, we construct
DFCii (b) ≈ ∂ib∂i (no sum over i), (79)
by using the one-dimensional operator DFCxx for each grid line. The multi-
dimensional fully compatible SBP property for the second derivative that
follows is
(u, DFCii (b)v)ω = (u, νibDiv)∂ω − (Diu, bDiv)ω − uTRii(b)v
(no sum over i),
(80)
where the Rii matrices are multi-dimensional versions of Rxx. They inherit
the symmetry and semidefiniteness-preserving properties of Rxx. In partic-
ular,
Rii(b) = R
T
ii(b) (no sum over i) (81)
and
ujRii(cmjm`)u` ≥ 0 ∀uj (no sum over i). (82)
4.5 Multi-dimensional positivity properties
To suppress unnecessary notation, we assume that the grid spacing in the
reference domain is the same in each dimension (the analysis does not rely
on this assumption). It follows from (67) that (see [2])
(sij , cijk`sk`)ω ≥ h1
(
(sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω+m + (sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω−m
)
, (83)
for m = 1, . . . , d. Using (83) we can derive
(sij , cijk`sk`)ω =
1
d
d∑
m=1
(sij , cijk`sk`)ω
≥ 1
d
d∑
m=1
h1
(
(sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω+m + (sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω−m
)
=
h1
d
(sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω ,
(84)
which we summarize as
(sij , cijk`sk`)ω ≥
h1
d
(sij , cijk`sk`)∂ω . (85)
Using (85), we can derive a similar property for integrals in the physical
domain,
(sIJ, CIJKLsKL)Ω = (sIJ, JCIJKLsKL)ω ≥
h1
d
(sIJ, JCIJKLsKL)∂ω
=
h1
d
(
sIJ, Jˆ
−1JCIJKLsKL
)
∂Ω
,
(86)
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which we summarize as
(sIJ, CIJKLsKL)Ω ≥
h1
d
(
sIJ, Jˆ
−1JCIJKLsKL
)
∂Ω
. (87)
4.6 Combining narrow-stencil derivatives and mixed deriva-
tives
To discretize a term such as ∂ib∂j , using narrow-stencil second derivatives
when possible, we define the operator Dij as
Dij(b) =
{
DFCij (b), i = j
DibDj , i 6= j . (88)
We use blackboard bold for discrete two-tensors such as Dij (where each
tensor element is a square matrix). Combining the two integration-by-parts
formulas (78) and (80) leads to the integration-by-parts formula
(u,Dij(b)v)ω =
(u, νibDjv)∂ω − (Diu, bDjv)ω i 6= j
(u, νibDjv)∂ω − (Diu, bDjv)ω − uTRij(b)v i = j
.
(89)
4.7 The discrete elastic operator
The discrete operator that approximates ∂icijk`∂k is Dik(cijk`). By (89), we
have
(uj ,Dik(cijk`)v`)ω = (uj , νicijk`Dkv`)∂ω − (Diuj , cijk`Dkv`)ω
−
∑
k
uTj Rkk(ckjk`)v`.
(90)
To simplify the notation in what follows, we define
Wj` =
∑
k
Rkk(ckjk`). (91)
Due to the major symmetry of cijk` (32) and the symmetry Rkk = RTkk, we
have
Wj` = W`j = WTj`. (92)
By (82), Wj` is positive semidefinite, i.e.,
uTjWj`u` ≥ 0 ∀uj . (93)
Another property that Wj` inherits from Rxx is that it is zero to the order
of accuracy in the sense that
uTjWj`v` = O(h2q) (94)
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for all uj , v` that are restrictions of smooth functions to the grid. Thus,Wj`
is a consistent approximation of the zero operator and we write Wj` ≈ 0.
We restate (90) as
(uj ,Dik(cijk`)v`)ω = (uj , νicijk`Dkv`)∂ω − (Diuj , cijk`Dkv`)ω
− uTjWj`v`.
(95)
At this point, we introduce the following two new definitions, which extend
the SBP concept to operators of the form ∂icijk`∂k.
Definition 1. Given a discrete inner product that approximates (·, ·)ω and a
non-negative bilinear form that approximates (·, ·)∂ω, we say that DSBPik (cijk`)
is an SBP operator for ∂icijk`∂k on ω if
(uj ,DSBPik (cijk`)v`)ω =
(
uj , νicijk`D˜kv`
)
∂ω
− (Diuj , cijk`Dkv`)ω
− uTjWj`v`,
(96)
where Di ≈ ∂i, D˜i ≈ ∂i, Wj` = WT`j ≈ 0, and uTjWj`u` ≥ 0 ∀uj .
Definition 2. An operator DSBPik (cijk`) is called a fully compatible SBP op-
erator for ∂icijk`∂k on ω if it satisfies (96) with D˜i = Di.
The statement (95) shows that Dik(cijk`), which was defined in (88) and
is based on fully compatible one-dimensional SBP operators, is a fully com-
patible SBP operator for ∂icijk`∂k. However, Definitions 1 and 2 are intended
to be more general. We anticipate that operators generated by several other
stable discretization methods can be shown to be SBP operators.
The following lemma shows that an SBP operator for ∂icijk`∂k also mim-
ics the formula that follows from using integration by parts twice:
(uj , ∂icijk`∂kv`)ω = (uj , νicijk`∂kv`)∂ω − (νicijk`∂ku`, vj)∂ω
+ (∂icijk`∂ku`, vj)ω .
(97)
Lemma 2. If DSBPik (cijk`) is an SBP operator for ∂icijk`∂k, then
(uj ,DSBPik (cijk`)v`)ω =
(
uj , νicijk`D˜kv`
)
∂ω
−
(
νicijk`D˜ku`,vj
)
∂ω
+ (DSBPik (cijk`)u`,vj)ω .
(98)
Proof. By Definition 1,
(uj ,DSBPik (cijk`)v`)ω =
(
uj , νicijk`D˜kv`
)
∂ω
− (Diuj , cijk`Dkv`)ω
− uTjWj`v`.
(99)
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Using the symmetry of (·, ·)ω and (·, ·)∂ω, the major symmetry of cijk` (32),
and Wj` = WT`j , we can write (99) as
(DSBPik (cijk`)v`,uj)ω =
(
νicijk`D˜kv`,uj
)
∂ω
− (Divj , cijk`Dku`)ω
− vTj Wj`u`.
(100)
Swapping uj and vj in (100) leads to
(DSBPik (cijk`)u`,vj)ω =
(
νicijk`D˜ku`,vj
)
∂ω
− (Diuj , cijk`Dkv`)ω
− uTjWj`v`.
(101)
Subtracting (101) from (99) yields
(uj ,DSBPik (cijk`)v`)ω − (DSBPik (cijk`)u`,vj)ω =
(
uj , νicijk`D˜kv`
)
∂ω
−
(
νicijk`D˜ku`,vj
)
∂ω
(102)
and the result follows after rearranging terms.
We are now in position to use formula (31) to construct an FD operator
that approximates ∂ICIJKL∂K. We define
DΩIK(CIJKL) := J−1Dik(ciJkL). (103)
The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The operator DΩIK(CIJKL) = J−1Dik(ciJkL) is a fully compatible
SBP operator for ∂ICIJKL∂K on the physical domain Ω.
Proof. We first derive a formula that simplifies the proof of the theorem.
Using first the definition of cijk` and then Nanson’s formula (42), we obtain
νicijk` = νiFIiJCIjK`FKk = J
−1JˆnIJCIjK`FKk = JˆnICIjK`FKk. (104)
We are now ready to prove the result. We have(
uJ,DΩIK(CIJKL)vL
)
Ω
=
(
uJ, J
−1Dik(ciJkL)vL
)
Ω
= (uJ,Dik(ciJkL)vL)ω [Use (95)]
= (uJ, νiciJkLDkvL)∂ω − (DiuJ, ciJkLDkvL)ω − uTJWJLvL [Use (104)]
=
(
uJ, JˆnICIJKLFKkDkvL
)
∂ω
− (DiuJ, FIiJCIJKLFKkDkvL)ω
−uTJWJLvL
= (uJ, nICIJKLDKvL)∂Ω − (DIuJ, CIJKLDKvL)Ω − uTJWJLvL.
(105)
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In analogy with the continuous traction operator TJL defined in (13), we
define the discrete traction operator
TJL = nICIJKLDK. (106)
The integration-by-parts formulas satisfied by DΩIK(CIJKL) now read(
uJ,DΩIK(CIJKL)vL
)
Ω
= (uJ,TJLvL)∂Ω − (DIuJ, CIJKLDKvL)Ω
− uTJWJLvL
(107)
and (
uJ,DΩIK(CIJKL)vL
)
Ω
= (uJ,TJLvL)∂Ω − (TJLuL,vJ)∂Ω
+
(
DΩIK(CIJKL)uL,vJ
)
Ω
.
(108)
5 Energy-stable and self-adjoint boundary SATs
We discretize the problem (11) in space as
ρu¨J = DΩIK(CIJKL)uL + fJ + SATJ, (109)
where the SATs in SATJ impose the boundary conditions and will be specified
later. For notational convenience we assume fJ = 0 in the following analysis.
Multiplying (109) by φTJ JH, where φJ is an arbitrary test function, leads to
the equivalent weak form:
(φJ, ρu¨J)Ω =
(
φJ,DΩIK(CIJKL)uL
)
Ω
+ (φJ, SATJ)Ω . (110)
After using the integration-by-parts formula (107), the weak form reads
(φJ, ρu¨J)Ω = (φJ,TJLuL)∂Ω − (DIφJ, CIJKLDKuL)Ω − φTJWJLuL
+ (φJ, SATJ)Ω .
(111)
Define the inner product
M(~φ, ~u) = (φJ, ρuJ)Ω , (112)
the symmetric positive semidefinite bilinear form
K(~φ, ~u) = (DIφJ, CIJKLDKuL)Ω + φ
T
JWJLuL, (113)
and
B(~φ, ~u) = (φJ,TJLuL)∂Ω + (φJ, SATJ)Ω . (114)
In this paper SATJ is always linear in ~u and thus B(·, ·) is a bilinear form
in the case of homogeneous boundary conditions. The weak form can now
be written as
M(~φ, ~¨u) +K(~φ, ~u) = B(~φ, ~u). (115)
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We define the discrete energy
E :=
1
2
(u˙J, ρu˙J)Ω +
1
2
(DIuJ, CIJKLDKuL)Ω +
1
2
uTJWJLuL
=
1
2
M(~˙u, ~˙u) +
1
2
K(~u, ~u).
(116)
Recalling that WJL is zero to order 2q, we conclude that the discrete energy
E approximates the continuous energy E defined in (17). It follows from
the non-negativity of M and K that E is a non-negative quantity. Setting
~φ = u˙ in (115) yields the discrete energy rate
dE
dt
= B(~˙u, ~u). (117)
For future use we note that the integration-by-parts formula (107) can be
written as (
φJ,DΩIK(CIJKL)uL
)
Ω
= (φJ,TJLuL)∂Ω −K(~φ, ~u). (118)
5.1 Robin boundary conditions
Consider Robin boundary conditions,
TJLuL + UJLuL = gJ, ~X ∈ ∂Ω, (119)
where UJL = ULJ and uJUJLuL ≥ 0 ∀uJ. Robin conditions include the im-
portant case of traction conditions, obtained by setting UJL = 0 in (119).
It follows from (18) that, for gJ = 0, the continuous solution satisfies the
energy balance
dE˜
dt
= 0, (120)
where
E˜ = E + 1
2
(uJ, UJLuL)∂Ω . (121)
If SATJ satisfies
(φJ, SATJ)Ω = − (φJ,TJLuL + UJLuL − gJ)∂Ω , (122)
then, for gJ = 0, we obtain
B(~φ, ~u) = (φJ,TJLuL)∂Ω − (φJ,TJLuL + UJLuL)∂Ω
= − (φJ, UJLuL)∂Ω ,
(123)
which is a symmetric bilinear form. It follows that
B(~˙u, ~u) = −1
2
d
dt
(uJ, UJLuL)∂Ω , (124)
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which yields the energy balance
d
dt
E˜ = 0, (125)
where
E˜ = E +
1
2
(uJ, UJLuL)∂Ω ≥ 0, (126)
which shows that the scheme is energy stable. We achieve (122) by setting
SATJ = −(JH)−1
∑
f∈∂̂ω
ef JˆHf
(
eTf (TJLuL + UJLuL)− gJ
)
, (127)
where ∂̂ω denotes the set of all faces and was defined in (74). The SAT (127)
is the standard SAT for Robin boundary conditions, see [14].
Remark 1. Robin boundary conditions can be generalized by introducing
an additional term VJLu˙L, where uJVJLuL ≥ 0 ∀uJ, on the left-hand side of
(119). This term introduces energy dissipation in the continuous problem.
It is straightforward to generalize the SAT (122) to such BC and obtain
corresponding dissipation of discrete energy, see [14]. To streamline the
discussion of self-adjointness, however, we restrict our attention to Robin
and displacement conditions in this paper.
5.2 Displacement boundary conditions
We now consider displacement conditions,
uJ = gJ, ~X ∈ ∂Ω. (128)
The homogeneous conditions obtained by setting gJ = 0 are energy-conserving
for the continuous equations. However, there are no consistent SATs that
make B(~φ, ~u) vanish. Instead, we shall choose SATs that symmetrize the
form B(·, ·). Suppose that
(φJ, SATJ)Ω = (TLJφJ,uL − gL)∂Ω − (ZLJφJ,uL − gL)∂Ω , (129)
for some yet unspecified ZJL that is symmetric with respect to the boundary
quadrature in the sense that
(ZLJ·, ·)∂Ω = (·,ZJL·)∂Ω . (130)
Then, for gJ = 0, we obtain
B(~φ, ~u) = (φJ,TJLuL)∂Ω + (TLJφJ,uL)∂Ω − (φJ,ZJLuL)∂Ω , (131)
which is a symmetric bilinear form. It follows that
dE
dt
= B(~˙u, ~u) =
1
2
d
dt
B(~u, ~u). (132)
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We obtain the energy balance
dEd
dt
= 0, (133)
where the modified energy Ed is
Ed = E − 1
2
B(~u, ~u) = E − (uJ,TJLuL)∂Ω +
1
2
(uJ,ZJLuL)∂Ω . (134)
Note that Ed, just like E, is a high-order approximation of the continuous
energy E because B(~u, ~u) is zero to the order of accuracy due to the boundary
condition.
The SAT that satisfies (129) is
SATJ = (JH)
−1 ∑
f∈∂̂ω
(TLJ − ZLJ)T ef JˆHf (eTf uL − gL), (135)
where ZLJ remains unspecified at this point. The ansatz (135) ensures that
the SATs are consistent with displacement boundary conditions. For fixed J
and L, ZLJ is an N×N matrix with units of force per unit volume. For SATJ
to have the same h-dependence as DΩIK(CIJKL), which is a second derivative
and hence scales as h−2, the entries of ZLJ must be proportional to h−1.
Because the boundary quadrature operator is diagonal, the condition (130)
is satisfied if ZJL = ZLJ and ZJL is diagonal for each J and L.
To prove stability, it remains to prove that we can choose ZLJ so that Ed
is a non-negative quantity. To accomplish this, we use the positivity of E.
Since the indefinite term in Ed is a surface integral, we bound E from below
by a surface integral. We have
2E = (u˙J, ρu˙J)Ω + (DIuJ, CIJKLDKuL)Ω + u
T
JWJLuL
≥ h1
d
(
DIuJ,
J
Jˆ
CIJKLDKuL
)
∂Ω
,
(136)
where we used the positivity property (87) in the last step. Using (136) in
(134) yields
2Ed ≥ h1
d
(
DIuJ, Jˆ
−1JCIJKLDKuL
)
∂Ω
− 2 (uJ,TJLuL)∂Ω
+ (uJ,ZJLuL)∂Ω .
(137)
Recalling the definition of TJL (106) lets us write
(uJ,TJLuL)∂Ω = (uJ, nICIJKLDKuL)∂Ω = (nIuJ, CIJKLDKuL)∂Ω . (138)
Due to the major symmetry of CIJKL (32), we have
(nIuJ, CIJKLDKuL)∂Ω = (nKuL, CIJKLDIuJ)∂Ω . (139)
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By completing the squares, we obtain
2Ed ≥ h1
d
(
DIuJ, Jˆ
−1JCIJKLDKuL
)
∂Ω
− 2 (nIuJ, CIJKLDKuL)∂Ω
+ (uJ,ZJLuL)∂Ω
=
h1
d
(
DIuJ − dJˆ
h1J
nIuJ,
J
Jˆ
CIJKL
(
DKuL − dJˆ
h1J
nKuL
))
∂Ω
−
(
nIuJ,
dJˆ
h1J
CIJKLnKuL
)
∂Ω
+ (uJ,ZJLuL)∂Ω
≥
(
uJ,
(
ZJL − dJˆ
h1J
nICIJKLnK
)
uL
)
∂Ω
.
(140)
We achieve Ed ≥ 0 by setting
ZJL = β
dJˆ
h1J
nICIJKLnK, β ≥ 1. (141)
Since Jˆ , J , nI, and CIJKL are diagonal matrices in the discrete case, the ZJL
are diagonal matrices. Using the major symmetry of CIJKL (7), we have
ZJL = β
dJˆ
h1J
nICIJKLnK = β
dJˆ
h1J
nICKLIJnK = ZLJ, (142)
which verifies that ZJL satisfies the symmetry assumption (130). We have
now proven the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The scheme
ρu¨J = DΩIK(CIJKL)uL + (JH)−1
∑
f∈∂̂ω
(TLJ − ZLJ)T ef JˆHf (eTf uL − gL), (143)
with
ZJL = β
dJˆ
h1J
nICIJKLnK (144)
is stable if β ≥ 1.
In all simulations in this paper, we set β = 1, i.e., right on the limit
of provable stability. The drawback of using larger values of β is that this
increases the spectral radius of the operator.
5.3 Self-adjointness
The adjoint of the discrete operator plays an important role in PDE-constrained
optimization problems such as seismic imaging, where the adjoint state
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method is frequently used to compute the gradient of the objective func-
tional. The continuous elastic operator is self-adjoint, and this subsection is
devoted to proving that the discrete elastic operator is also self-adjoint. A
consequence of this property is that one may use the same solver for the for-
ward and adjoint PDEs and still obtain the exact (up to roundoff error) gra-
dient of a discrete objective functional (provided that the time-discretization
is also adjoint-consistent).
Let U and Φ be subsets of L2(Ω). We think of U as the primal space
and Φ as the dual or adjoint space. The adjoint L†JL : Φ→ L2(Ω) of a linear
operator LJL : U → L2(Ω) satisfies
(φJ,LJLuL)Ω =
(
L†JLφL, uJ
)
Ω
∀uJ ∈ U , φJ ∈ Φ. (145)
The operator LJL is said to be self-adjoint if L†JL = LJL, which implies that
Φ = U [43].
We here consider the elastic operator DJL = ∂ICIJKL∂K. For now, we leave
the domain of DJL unspecified. We define the space of admissible functions
U = {uJ ∈ L2(Ω) | DJLuL ∈ L2(Ω)}. (146)
We further assume that uJ satisfies either Robin boundary conditions (119)
or displacement boundary conditions (128). Let UR and UD denote the
corresponding spaces:
UR = {uJ ∈ U | TJLuL + UJLuL = 0 on ∂Ω},
UD = {uJ ∈ U | uJ = 0 on ∂Ω}.
(147)
Two partial integrations yield (cf. (97))
(φJ,DJLuL)Ω = (φJ, TJLuL)∂Ω − (TLJφJ, uL)∂Ω + (DJLφL, uJ)Ω . (148)
It follows that
(φJ,DJLuL)Ω = (DJLφL, uJ)Ω ∀uJ ∈ UR, φJ ∈ UR (149)
and
(φJ,DJLuL)Ω = (DJLφL, uJ)Ω ∀uJ ∈ UD, φJ ∈ UD, (150)
which shows that DJL is self-adjoint both with domain UR (Robin conditions)
and with domain UD (displacement conditions).
We now consider the total discrete elastic operator, including SATs for
Robin or displacement boundary conditions. Assuming homogeneous bound-
ary conditions, we can define SJL such that
SATJ = SJLuL, (151)
and the total discrete elastic operator is
DtotJL = DΩIK(CIJKL) + SJL. (152)
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Theorem 3. The total discrete elastic operator, including SATs for Robin
or displacement boundary conditions, is self-adjoint, i.e.,(
φJ,DtotJL uL
)
Ω
=
(
DtotJL φL,uJ
)
Ω
∀φJ,uJ. (153)
Proof. In deriving the weak form (115), we showed that(
φJ,DtotJL uL
)
Ω
= −K(~φ, ~u) +B(~φ, ~u), (154)
where K is symmetric and B is symmetric both in the case of Robin con-
ditions (cf. (123)) and in the case of displacement conditions (cf. (131)).
Hence, we have(
φJ,DtotJL uL
)
Ω
= −K(~φ, ~u) +B(~φ, ~u) = −K(~u, ~φ) +B(~u, ~φ)
=
(
uJ,DtotJL φL
)
Ω
.
(155)
After using the symmetry of (·, ·)Ω, the result follows.
6 Energy-stable and self-adjoint interface SATs
We may want to introduce multiple grid blocks to: handle discontinuous
material parameters ρ and CIJKL, facilitate grid generation, or model earth-
quakes or fractures, in which case there are prescribed discontinuities in
either displacement or traction. The discussion below covers all cases. The
Jacobian J and transformation gradient FIi may be discontinuous across the
interface.
Let Γ denote the interface between two domains Ωu and Ωv. We use
superscripts u and v to distinguish between quantities that correspond to
the two different sides of the interface. We consider the problem
ρuu¨J = ∂IC
u
IJKL∂KuL, ~X ∈ Ωu,
ρvv¨J = ∂IC
v
IJKL∂KvL,
~X ∈ Ωv,
uJ − vJ = VJ, ~X ∈ Γ,
τuJ + τ
v
J = ΘJ, ~X ∈ Γ.
(156)
augmented with suitable boundary conditions. The functions VJ and ΘJ
denote data for jumps in displacement and traction, respectively. Define the
energies
Eu = 1
2
(u˙J, ρ
uu˙J)Ωu +
1
2
(∂IuJ, C
u
IJKL∂KuL)Ωu ,
Ev = 1
2
(v˙J, ρ
vv˙J)Ωv +
1
2
(∂IvJ, C
v
IJKL∂KvL)Ωv .
(157)
Assuming energy-conserving boundary conditions and VJ = ΘJ = 0, the
energy method yields
d
dt
(Eu + Ev) = (u˙J, τuJ )Γ + (v˙J, τvJ )Γ = 0. (158)
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We assume that the surface Jacobian Jˆ is the same on the two sides of the
interface so that grid points that coincide in the reference domain coincide
also in the physical domain. In the following equations, we suppress super-
scripts u and v on the interface restriction operators eΓ, because it is clear
from context that, for example, eTΓuK denotes (e
u
Γ)
TuK.
We discretize (156) as
ρuu¨J = DΩuIK (CuIJKL)uL
− (JuHu)−1ZTLJeΓJˆHΓ(eTΓuL − eTΓvL −VL)
+
1
2
(JuHu)−1 (TuLJ)
T eΓJˆHΓ(e
T
ΓuL − eTΓvL −VL)
− 1
2
(JuHu)−1eΓJˆHΓ(eTΓTuJLuL + eTΓTvJLvL −ΘJ),
ρvv¨J = DΩvIK (CvIJKL)vL
− (JvHv)−1ZTLJeΓJˆHΓ(eTΓvL − eTΓuL + VL)
+
1
2
(JvHv)−1 (TvLJ)
T eΓJˆHΓ(e
T
ΓvL − eTΓuL + VL)
− 1
2
(JvHv)−1eΓJˆHΓ(eTΓTvJLvL + eTΓTuJLuL −ΘJ),
(159)
where
ZJL = β
d
4h1
Jˆ
(
nuI C
u
IJKLn
u
K
Ju
+
nvIC
v
IJKLn
v
K
Jv
)
, β ≥ 1. (160)
Note that ZJL satisfies (ZLJ·, ·)Γ = (·,ZJL·)Γ. The remainder of this section
is devoted to proving that the scheme (159) is energy stable and self-adjoint.
To derive the weak form of (159), we multiply the first equation by
φTJ J
uHu, which, with VJ = ΘJ = 0 for convenience, yields
(φJ, ρ
uu¨J)Ωu =
(
φJ,DΩuIK (CuIJKL)uL
)
Ωu
− (ZLJφJ,uL − vL)Γ
+
1
2
(TuLJφJ,uL − vL)Γ −
1
2
(φJ,TuJLuL + TvJLvL)Γ .
(161)
Let
Mu(~φ, ~u) = (φJ, ρ
uuJ)Ωu ,
Ku(~φ, ~u) = (DIφJ, C
u
IJKLDKuL)Ωu + φ
T
JWuJLuL,
Eu =
1
2
Mu(~˙u, ~˙u) +
1
2
Ku(~u, ~u),
(162)
and define Mv, Kv, and Ev analogously. Using the integration-by-parts
formula (118) in (161) yields
Mu(~φ, ~¨u) +Ku(~φ, ~u) =− (ZLJφJ,uL − vL)Γ +
1
2
(TuLJφJ,uL − vL)Γ
+
1
2
(φJ,TuJLuL − TvJLvL)Γ .
(163)
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Multiplying the second equation in (159) by χTJ JvHv similarly leads to
Mv(~χ, ~¨v) +Kv(~χ, ~v) =− (ZLJχJ,vL − uL)Γ +
1
2
(TvLJχJ,vL − uL)Γ
+
1
2
(χJ,TvJLvL − TuJLuL)Γ .
(164)
We add (163) and (164) to obtain
Mu(~φ, ~¨u) +Ku(~φ, ~u) +Mv(~χ, ~¨v) +Kv(~χ, ~v) = I(~φ, ~u, ~χ, ~v), (165)
where I is the sum of interface integrals,
I(~φ, ~u, ~χ, ~v) =− (φJ − χJ,ZJL(uL − vL))Γ
+
1
2
(TuJLφL − TvJLχL,uJ − vJ)Γ
+
1
2
(φJ − χJ,TuJLuL − TvJLvL)Γ .
(166)
Note that I is symmetric with respect to trial and test functions in the sense
that
I(~φ, ~u, ~χ, ~v) = I(~u, ~φ, ~v, ~χ). (167)
Setting ~φ = ~˙u and ~χ = ~˙v yields the energy rate
d
dt
(Eu + Ev) = I(~˙u, ~u, ~˙v, ~v) =
1
2
d
dt
I(~u, ~u, ~v, ~v). (168)
We define the discrete energy
EI = Eu + Ev − 1
2
I(~u, ~u, ~v, ~v), (169)
which satisfies
dEI
dt
= 0. (170)
Note that EI , just like Eu + Ev, approximates Eu + Ev, because the surface
integrals in I would be zero if the interface conditions were fulfilled exactly.
Theorem 4. The scheme (159) is stable.
Proof. We have shown that the scheme conserves the discrete energy EI . It
remains to prove that EI is a non-negative quantity. To keep the notation
concise in the following, let
[[u]]J = uJ − vJ (171)
denote the jump in displacement. We can now write
− 1
2
I(~u, ~u, ~v, ~v) =
1
2
([[u]]J,ZJL[[u]]L)Γ −
1
2
([[u]]J,TuJLuL − TvJLvL)Γ . (172)
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The positivity property (87) yields (cf. (136))
2Eu ≥ h1
d
(
DIuJ, Jˆ
−1JuCuIJKLDKuL
)
Γ
,
2Ev ≥ h1
d
(
DIvJ, Jˆ
−1JvCvIJKLDKvL
)
Γ
.
(173)
We set ZJK = ZuJK + ZvJK and obtain
2EI ≥ Au +Av, (174)
where
Au =
h1
d
(
DIuJ, Jˆ
−1JuCuIJKLDKuL
)
Γ
+ ([[u]]J,ZuJL[[u]]L)Γ
− ([[u]]J,TuJLuL)Γ ,
Av =
h1
d
(
DIvJ, Jˆ
−1JvCvIJKLDKvL
)
Γ
+ ([[u]]J,ZvJL[[u]]L)Γ
+ ([[u]]J,TvJLvL)Γ .
(175)
We choose ZuJK so that Au is non-negative. Using the definition of TJL (106)
yields
([[u]]J,TuJLuL)Γ = ([[u]]J, n
u
I C
u
IJKLDKuL)Γ = (n
u
I [[u]]J, C
u
IJKLDKuL)Γ . (176)
Due to the major symmetry of CIJKL (32), we have
(nuI [[u]]J, C
u
IJKLDKuL)Γ = (n
u
K[[u]]L, C
u
IJKLDIuJ)Γ . (177)
Completing the squares in Au yields
Au =
h1
d
(
DIuJ − dJˆ
2h1Ju
nuI [[u]]J,
Ju
Jˆ
CuIJKL
(
DKuL − dJˆ
2h1Ju
nuK[[u]]L
))
Γ
−
(
nuI [[u]]J,
dJˆ
4h1Ju
CuIJKLn
u
K[[u]]L
)
Γ
+ ([[u]]J,ZuJL[[u]]L)Γ ≥(
[[u]]J,
(
ZuJL −
dJˆ
4h1Ju
nuI C
u
IJKLn
u
K
)
[[u]]L
)
Γ
,
(178)
which is non-negative if
ZuJL = β
dJˆ
4h1Ju
nuI C
u
IJKLn
u
K, β ≥ 1. (179)
A similar derivation yields
Av ≥
(
[[u]]J,
(
ZvJL −
dJˆ
4h1Jv
nvIC
v
IJKLn
v
K
)
[[u]]L
)
Γ
, (180)
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which is non-negative if
ZvJL = β
dJˆ
4h1Jv
nvIC
v
IJKLn
v
K, β ≥ 1. (181)
We conclude that EI is non-negative if
ZJL = ZuJL + ZvJL = β
dJˆ
4h1
(
nuI C
u
IJKLn
u
K
Ju
+
nvIC
v
IJKLn
v
K
Jv
)
, β ≥ 1. (182)
In all simulations in this paper, we set β = 1, i.e., right on the limit of
provable stability.
6.1 Self-adjointness
Let Ω¯ = Ωu ∪ Ωv denote the full domain. Introduce the notation
wJ =
{
uJ, ~X ∈ Ωu
vJ, ~X ∈ Ωv and ψJ =
{
φJ, ~X ∈ Ωu
χJ, ~X ∈ Ωv , (183)
where we think of wJ as the primal field and ψJ as the adjoint field. The
continuous elastic operator satisfies
DJLwL =
{
∂IC
u
IJKL∂KuL, ~X ∈ Ωu
∂IC
v
IJKL∂KvL,
~X ∈ Ωv . (184)
Requiring that DJLwL be square-integrable over each subdomain leads us to
define the space
V =
{
wJ ∈ L2(Ω¯)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ICuIJKL∂KuL ∈ L2(Ωu)∂ICvIJKL∂KvL ∈ L2(Ωv)
}
. (185)
We further require that wJ satisfies appropriate interface and boundary con-
ditions. We define
W =
wJ ∈ V
∣∣∣∣∣
uJ − vJ = 0 on Γ
T uJLuL + T
v
JLvL = 0 on Γ
LJLwL = 0 on ∂Ω¯
 , (186)
where the boundary operator may be either LJL = TJL + UJL, for Robin
boundary conditions, or LJL = δJL, for displacement boundary conditions.
The operator DJL :W → L2(Ω¯) is self-adjoint, because integrating by parts
twice yields
(ψJ,DJLwL)Ω¯ = (φJ, T uJLuL)Γ + (χJ, T vJLvL)Γ
− (T uJLφL, uJ)Γ − (T vJLχL, vJ)Γ
+ (∂IC
u
IJKL∂KφL, uJ)Ωu + (∂IC
v
IJKL∂KχL, vJ)Ωv
= (DJLψL, wJ)Ω¯ ∀wJ, ψJ ∈ W.
(187)
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Now consider the discrete elastic operator, including interface SATs. Let
wJ =
[
uJ
vJ
]
, ψJ =
[
φJ
χJ
]
. (188)
Omitting SATs for boundary conditions, the total discrete elastic operator
in (159) can be written as
DtotJL =
[
DΩuIK (CuIJKL) + SuuJL SuvJL
SvuJL D
Ωv
IK (C
v
IJKL) + SvvJL
]
, (189)
where the S··JL operators correspond to the interface SATs. We define discrete
integrals over the full domain as the sum of integrals over the subdomains,
(ψJ,wJ)Ω¯ = (φJ,uJ)Ωu + (χJ,vJ)Ωv . (190)
Theorem 5. The total discrete elastic operator DtotJL , corresponding to the
scheme (159), including interface SATs, is self-adjoint, i.e.,(
ψJ,DtotJL wL
)
Ω¯
=
(
DtotJLψL,wJ
)
Ω¯
∀ψJ,wJ. (191)
Proof. In deriving the weak form (165), we showed that(
ψJ,DtotJL wL
)
Ω¯
=
(
φJ, (DΩuIK (CuIJKL) + SuuJL )uL + SuvJLvL
)
Ωu
+
(
χJ, (DΩvIK (CvIJKL) + SvvJL)vL + SvuJLuL
)
Ωv
= −Ku(~φ, ~u)−Kv(~χ, ~v) + I(~φ, ~u, ~χ, ~v),
(192)
where we are omitting all terms corresponding to outer boundaries for con-
venience. Using the symmetries of Ku,v and I and the symmetry of (·, ·)Ω¯
yields (
ψJ,DtotJL wL
)
Ω¯
= −Ku(~φ, ~u)−Kv(~χ, ~v) + I(~φ, ~u, ~χ, ~v)
= −Ku(~u, ~φ)−Kv(~v, ~χ) + I(~u, ~φ, ~v, ~χ)
=
(
wJ,DtotJLψL
)
Ω¯
=
(
DtotJLψL,wJ
)
Ω¯
.
(193)
7 Numerical experiments
This section contains three numerical experiments. First, we use the method
of manufactured solutions to assess the global convergence rates of the new
SBP-SAT schemes based on the fully compatible operators adapted from
Mattsson’s operators [27]. Second, we use the new methods to evaluate
the performance of an elastodynamic cloak. Third, we solve an application
problem inspired by seismic exploration in mountainous regions.
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Before presenting the numerical experiments, we briefly discuss how the
time step is selected. In anisotropic media the wave speeds are direction-
dependent. One may compute the wave speeds in a given direction by finding
the roots of a degree d polynomial whose coefficients are functions of den-
sity and stiffness [51]. To determine a reasonable time step, we sample the
wave speed in five different directions. Let vmax denote the largest of those
five speeds. This computation is performed with the transformed material
parameters, because grid spacing h is well defined in the reference domain.
For each grid point, we compute the ratio h/vmax. The smallest value of
h/vmax determines the time-step according to
∆t = CFL× min
all gridpoints
h
vmax
, (194)
where CFL depends on the order of accuracy. Appropriate values of CFL
are determined empirically but are generally O(1).
7.1 Convergence studies
Consider the domain depicted in Figure 2a. We use the method of manufac-
tured solutions and choose the exact solution
u1 = sin(2X1 + 3X2 − t), u2 = sin(3X1 + 2X2 − 2t), (195)
and the material parameters
ρ = 2 + sin
(
X1 +X2
2
)
, CIJKL =
{
αIJKL, I = K and J = L
βIJKL, otherwise
, (196)
where
αIJKL = 8 + sin(IX1 + JX2) +
1
2
sin(KX1 − LX2) (197)
and
βIJKL =
1
8
(sin(IX1 + JX2) + sin(KX1 + LX2))
+
1
16
(sin(IX1 − JX2) + sin(KX1 − LX2)) .
(198)
We impose traction conditions on the outer boundaries and displacement
conditions on the interior scatterer, and use the exact solution as bound-
ary and initial data. For time-integration we use the classical fourth order
Runge–Kutta method with CFL = 0.5, which proved to be small enough to
make the spatial errors dominate. We set T = 1 as the final time. Figure 2b
and Table 1 show the `2 errors as functions of h, where h denotes the grid
spacing in the reference domain. The convergence rates appear to be 2, 3.5,
and 4.5, for interior orders two, four, and six. Recall that the adapted op-
erators used here have reduced boundary accuracy qb = q − 1. In numerical
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Figure 2: (a) Multiblock grid used in the computations. (b) Convergence
plot. h denotes the smallest grid spacing in the reference domain.
experiments with second-derivative SBP operators, the convergence rate is
often observed to be min(qb + 2, 2q). For the adapted operators, this rule of
thumb predicts rates 2, 3, and 4, and for operators with full boundary accu-
racy qb = q, it predicts rates 2, 4, and 5. The second order adapted operator
yields rate 2, as predicted by the rule of thumb. For orders four and six, the
adapted operators suffer from a reduction by only half an order compared to
their qb = q counterparts. Their rates are half an order higher than predicted
by the rule of thumb. Explaining this “super convergence” will have to be
the topic of another paper. For now, we conclude that—as fully compatible
operators with full boundary accuracy are currently lacking—the adapted
operators provide a reasonable compromise that allows for a straightforward
stability proof at the cost of no more than half an order reduction of global
accuracy.
Although [15] did not observe any accuracy reduction for the adapted
operators applied to isotropic materials, we can hereby conclude that schemes
based on the adapted operators of orders 2q = 4 and 2q = 6 both suffer a
reduction by half an order, at least for general anisotropic materials.
7.2 Elastodynamic cloaking
Elastic cloaking is the art of making an object impossible to detect by means
of elastic waves by surrounding the object with carefully chosen materials.
Perfect cloaking can in theory be achieved by utilizing a coordinate transfor-
mation that maps the object to a point, but such transformations are singu-
lar and would require singular material properties in the cloak. In practice,
one usually settles for partial cloaking, where the object is transformed to a
much smaller object. Since the equations of Cosserat materials are invariant
under coordinate transformation, they allow for cloaking [33, 35], at least at
a mathematical level. Not all nonsingular cloaks are realizable in practice,
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second order fourth order sixth order
h−1 log10(error) r log10(error) r log10(error) r
40 -1.42 -3.12 -3.85
60 -1.74 1.85 -3.75 3.56 -4.64 4.51
80 -2.00 2.03 -4.21 3.72 -5.26 4.90
100 -2.18 1.88 -4.55 3.44 -5.69 4.44
120 -2.34 2.05 -4.84 3.67 -6.06 4.75
150 -2.53 1.94 -5.17 3.48 -6.50 4.50
200 -2.78 1.99 -5.62 3.59 -7.07 4.59
250 -2.97 2.00 -5.96 3.46 -7.52 4.61
300 -3.13 2.00 -6.24 3.58 -7.88 4.55
350 -3.26 2.00 -6.48 3.52 -8.18 4.56
Table 1: `2 errors and convergence rates r.
because the material properties prescribed by the coordinate transformation
may be infeasible to engineer [18, 19].
As an example, consider a homogeneous isotropic material with material
parameters ρ = 1 and λ = µ = 1, with an embedded scatterer (the scatterer
is shown in red in Figure 3b). We model the scatterer as impenetrable by
imposing homogeneous displacement conditions on its surface. We let the
cloaking region extend from the scatterer to the circle marked by the dashed
red line in Figure 3c. Inside the dashed red circle, we apply a coordinate
transformation such that the scatterer is mapped to the small disk shown in
Figure 3d. To quantify the performance of the cloak, we probe the scatterer
by applying a time-harmonic point force outside of the cloak. Similar ex-
periments with circular and spherical cloaks were performed in [8] and [12].
Here, we allow for more complicated objects and cloak shapes. Instead of
computing the transformation gradient analytically, we let the grids define
the transformation and compute its gradient via numerical differentiation.
In the presence of a time-harmonic line force, the 2D equations of motion
read
ρu¨J = ∂ICIJKL∂KuL + fJδ( ~X − ~X0) cosαt, (199)
where fJ here is force per unit distance (not force per unit volume as in
(11)). We use super-grid absorbing layers [4, 39] to approximate (199) in an
unbounded domain. The semidiscrete system of equations then reads
ρu¨J =
(
DΩIK(CIJKL) + SJL
)
uL + EJLu˙L + fJd( ~X − ~X0) cosαt, (200)
where SJL denotes the SATs, d is a discrete approximation of the δ-function
[37], and EJL provides dissipation in the super-grid layers. In the domain of
interest, EJL is zero. Inside the super-grid layers, HEJL is symmetric negative
semidefinite. The time harmonic solution to (200) can be written as
uJ = vJ cosαt+ wJ sinαt. (201)
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Inserting the ansatz (201) in (200) yields the system of equations
−ρα2vJ =
(
DΩIK(CIJKL) + SJL
)
vL + αEJLwL + fJd( ~X − ~X0),
−ρα2wJ =
(
DΩIK(CIJKL) + SJL
)
wL − αEJLvL,
(202)
which we solve for vJ and wJ.
We choose force position ~X0 = [1.5, 1.5], force vector ~f = [− 1√2 ,
1√
2
],
angular frequency α = 2pi, and use the sixth order SBP-SAT method to
discretize (199). Figure 3a shows the resulting displacement magnitude√
v1 ◦ v1 + v2 ◦ v2, where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, in free space,
with no scatterer present (corresponding plots of ~w are qualitatively similar
and are omitted here). A perfect cloak would yield the same displacement
outside of the cloak. Figure 3b shows the displacement field in the pres-
ence of the uncloaked scatterer. There are obvious differences compared to
the free-space solution—in particular the shadow zone to the southwest of
the scatterer. Figure 3c shows the displacement around the cloaked scat-
terer. Outside the cloak, the displacement is quite similar to the free-space
solution, with minor differences—note in particular the faint shadow zone
to the southwest of the scatterer. Outside the cloak, the displacement due
to the cloaked scatterer is in fact identical (up to numerical errors) to the
displacement produced by the small disk-shaped scatterer in Figure 3d, with
homogeneous material parameters. In this numerical experiment we could
easily improve the performance of the cloak by making the disk in Figure
3d even smaller, but that would make the coordinate transformation near-
singular and would likely make the prescribed cloak material more difficult
to engineer.
7.3 Seismic imaging in mountainous regions
The topic of the second application problem is seismic imaging on land,
in particular in mountainous regions where topographical variations may
be large. Other studies that have developed finite difference methods on
curvilinear grids for use in seismic imaging in the presence of topography
include [45, 46]. As a structural model representative of mountainous regions
we choose the SEG SEAM Foothills model [36], which is an isotropic model
with heterogeneous material properties and very pronounced topography.
We select a vertical cross section of the original 3D structural model with
pressure and shear wave speeds as shown in Figures 4a and 4b. To mimic
a vibrator source, we impose homogeneous traction boundary conditions on
the free surface and apply a vertical point force at the surface (alternatively,
one could impose inhomogeneous traction boundary conditions, which, for
a particular choice of the discrete delta function, yields an identical semi-
discrete problem). The force vector is (note that we use the symbol δ to
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(a) No scatterer (b) Scatterer without cloak
(c) Cloaked scatterer (d) Reference scatterer
Figure 3: Plots of displacement magnitude
√
v1 ◦ v1 + v2 ◦ v2 caused by a
time-harmonic point force applied at ~X = [1.5, 1.5] with (a) no scatterer; (b)
an uncloaked scatterer; (c) a cloaked scatterer; and (d) the small reference
scatterer that is equivalent to the cloaked scatterer.
denote both the Kronecker delta and the Dirac delta function)
fJ = −δJ2fˆW (t)δ( ~X − ~X0), (203)
where fˆ is a scalar force amplitude and W (t) denotes the Ricker wavelet
[41, 42] with peak frequency α centered at time t0, i.e.,
W (t) = (1− 2pi2α2(t− t0)2)e−pi2α2(t−t0)2 . (204)
We choose α = 10 Hz and t0 = α−1 and let the horizontal position of the
point force be X1 = 6 km. We select ρˆ = 1340 kg/m3 and cˆs = 600 m/s as
reference values for density and shear wave speed near the source and define
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(a) Pressure wave speed (m/s) (b) Shear wave speed (m/s)
Figure 4: Wave speeds in a vertical cross section of the SEG SEAM Foothills
model
nondimensional particle velocity ˙˜uI as
˙˜uI =
ρˆcˆ2s
fˆα
u˙I. (205)
Our implementation utilizes the PETSc [7, 5, 6] implementation of the
classical fourth order Runge–Kutta method in the TS ODE/DAE solver
library [1]. We use the sixth order SBP-SAT method with grid spacing ≈ 7
m (in the physical domain Ω) and set CFL = 0.4. The grid is generated
by transfinite interpolation with uniform spacing in the horizontal direction.
We again use super-grid absorbing layers at the artificial boundaries. We use
only one grid block to discretize the domain shown in Figure 4a and hence
differentiate across the discontinuities in material parameters associated with
the many media layers. While this constitutes a first order error, we remark
that the method remains energy stable.
The top three rows of Figure 5 show snapshots of particle velocity in the
vertical direction. The bottom panel shows a space-time plot (shot gather)
of vertical particle velocity recorded at the surface. To assess the influence
of the structural model, Figure 6 shows similar plots for the case of constant
material parameters ρ = 2300 kg/m3, pressure wave speed cp = 3500 m/s,
and shear wave speed cs = 2000 m/s. Dashed vertical lines in the bottom
panel relate scattering of waves to topographical features.
8 Conclusions
We have developed an SBP-SAT method for the anisotropic elastic wave
equation on curvilinear multiblock grids in d dimensions. Robin boundary
conditions, displacement boundary conditions, and interface conditions are
all imposed using SATs, which are designed so that the spatial discretiza-
tion is energy-stable and self-adjoint. The method assumes fully compatible
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diagonal-norm SBP operators for variable coefficients. In the numerical ex-
periments, we formed fully compatible operators (here referred to as adapted
fully compatible operators) by adding a correction to the compatible opera-
tors constructed by Mattsson [27]. Although the resulting fully compatible
operators are one order less accurate at grid end points, our numerical exper-
iments indicate that the global convergence rate is reduced by only half an
order, for orders four and six, and not at all for order two. The convergence
rates are 2, 3.5, and 4.5, for interior orders two, four and six.
We have applied the new method to problems inspired by elastodynamic
cloaking and seismic imaging. In elastodynamic cloaking, anisotropic mate-
rials are essential. Hence methods such as ours, which can handle general
anisotropy, are the key to evaluating the performance of proposed cloaks via
numerical simulation. In the seismic imaging experiment we considered the
SEAM Foothills velocity model [36], which features large variations in eleva-
tion. Our method offers accurate approximation of the topography and the
free surface boundary condition, both of which are necessary to model the
highly complex surface waves accurately.
MATLAB code that reproduces figures 1, 2, and 3 is available at
https://sourceforge.net/projects/elastic-curvilinear/
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topography
Figure 5: Plots of ˙˜u2, the vertical component of particle velocity with the
Foothills structural model. The top three rows show snapshots of ˙˜u2 at
different times. The bottom panel shows a space-time plot (shot gather) of
˙˜u2, recorded at the surface.
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topography
Figure 6: Plots of ˙˜u2, the vertical component of particle velocity, with con-
stant material parameters. The top three rows show snapshots of ˙˜u2 at
different times. The bottom panel shows a space-time plot (shot gather)
of ˙˜u2, recorded at the surface. Dashed vertical lines in the space-time plot
relate wave scattering to topographical features.
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